
January 17th, 2013: Open Mic Night! 
It's back and you're in the spotlight! Come share your work, published or unpublished, with your Sisters. 
It's a fantastic opportunity to hear what your Sisters are doing and to share our writing in a fun and 
supportive environment. Everyone who wishes to read will get five minutes, and we do use a timer. We 
recommend you practice in advance so you don't get cut off at "and the killer was..." As a rough starting 
point, five minutes works out to be about 3 1/2 double-spaced manuscript pages. If you'd like to reserve a 
slot to read, please RSVP to our chapter president, Catherine Maiorisi, at cmaiorisi - AT - gmail (dot) com 
We look forward to hearing your work, and listening guests are very welcome, too! 
 
February 21st, 2013: We Nab the Skip Tracer! 
In the digital age, can anyone really go underground? Frank Ahearn is a privacy expert, digital 
manipulator, noted skip tracer, and author who's addressed that question on behalf of both the hunters and 
the hunted. His previous book, How to Disappear, discussed the digital footprints each of us leave going 
through our everyday lives and how he's helped people "vanish" by erasing them. His latest book, Digital 
Hit Man, is designed to provide ammunition for combating the increasingly digital and connected world. 
Discover the impressions that you (and your characters) are leaving behind...if you dare! 
 
March 21st, 2013: NY Cops and Hollywood Collide! 
Vincent Casale is a former NYC police officer assigned to the elite Movie/TV unit. The detail was formed 
to protect and assist the motion picture and television industries while they filmed on the streets of New 
York. Casale's time in the unit is the basis for his memoir, The Coparazzi. Just wait until you hear how the 
unreality of Hollywood (yes, even its crime stories) intersects with the daily reality of the mean streets. 
 
April 18th, 2013: What Writers Need to Know About Websites 
Our chapter's own Laura K. Curtis (aka Laura Kramarsky) is back by popular demand! Laura has taught 
middle school social studies, high school literature, and college-level rhetoric, all with relative success. 
She’s also a full-on Mac geek who spent years as a consultant and running an academic computing lab. 
Currently, when not writing or tending her own sites and Twitter feed, she's also running the online 
community CriminalElement.com. Whether you're a cyber veteran or just getting started, Laura's 
presentation will inform and entertain, and there'll be a bonus feature on using Social Media! 
 
May 16th, 2013: Everything You Ever Wanted to Know about 
Publishing but Were Afraid to Ask (or Scared to Hear)* 
A group of five sisters from our chapter (Hilary Davidson, Dorothy H. Hayes, Laura Joh Rowland, 
Triss Stein and Liz Zelvin) who’ve recently published mystery novels, from first novels to the twentieth in 
a series, will answer questions about their experiences with agents, editors, publishers, marketing, social 
media, reviewers and readers. Don’t miss this this candid and incredibly informative event! 
*NOTE: We’ve had to make a programming change, but the previously announced meeting guest, 
Detective Lauren Brehm of the NYPD, will be rescheduled. 
 
June 11th, 2013: Party Like A Cowgirl! 
As always, we'll celebrate the end of another great programming season with our super-fantastic year-end 
party and chapter business meeting. To induct our new officers and board, we're returning to our favorite 
private hang-out at the West Village's own Cowgirl restaurant, where we can drink and eat and carouse. 
But get this, dear Sisters with custom dietary needs or desires, this time we're eating a la carte off their 
regular dinner menu!! Hooray! We'll also have a private cash bar as usual. To make sure we've got the 
right amount of staffing and tables, RSVPs are required by June 9th to pehrhart - AT- sprynet [dot) com. 
	  


